From: Gary S Gevisser  
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2008 7:41 PM  
To: John K. Pollard Jr.  
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Professor Jeffrey Sachs - Columbia University; Prof. Evelyn B. Higginbotham, Chair Harvard University Department of African & African American Studies ; Mossad; United States Justice Department; President@whitehouse.gov  
Subject: SPEAKING-RE: Which one?

The President has now finished speaking.

Allow me to first get out of the way you emailing my wife a series of photographs showing men wearing kilts not only exposing their genitals but the smile from ear to ear on the face of the one gentleman sitting next to the Queen resulting in MDG laughing out loud, “Thanks for the laugh. I needed that this morning!” which I understand she typed herself in an email that she sent you before then heading laughing away to take a shower this morning here in the cliff house; not to mention the almost gale force winds followed by heavy rain that chimed in perfectly with the laughter before ending as soon as it began and we were overcome by the bluest of blue skies; to mention little of Marie Dion Gevisser knowing that I would be later emailing you, calling me out of the shower,

“That is already last year’s news”.

It is rather strange that we talk openly and loudly how much we, the United States of America, the “home of the free and brave”, the leader of the “Free World” support democratization throughout the world and when in those rare instances our brutal regimes can’t hold back the downtrodden but increasingly “wired” populace who find their voice in a “common man” like Aristide, we the United States call in the Marines who execute our Foreign Policy of Regime Change without a thought given to those very poorly paid service people of ours when returning home having to explain to their wives, husbands and most of all children that they were the lead force in a coup de tête.

How can we in fact find the time let alone the intestinal fortitude to laugh about anything let alone a very filthy rich Queen looking not only older by the day but increasingly like an out of shape man?

Where is the shame apart from on the faces of those who don’t give a dam about the atrocities US American hypocrites commit all in the name of Freedom.

As I mentioned to the President, we got about halfway through Aristide and the endless Revolution and of course even a dog let alone mindless human beings would have been sick to their stomach most of all with each and every US Government official and their 3rd world stooges all of course dressed in business suits with matching ties and were it not for the Mitsubishi relatively small flat screen “going on the blink” and just shutting down it is possible we could have finished watching this movie and then deciding to “give up”.
The most sickening aspect were those Aristide still thinks are on his side beginning with the likes of Nelson Mandela as Aristide is now “held up” in South Africa still very much under the yoke of the De Beers-US Regime and then there is Professor Jeffrey Sachs of Columbia University who appeared before Congress with California Congress woman Ms. Walters who appears to be fighting so very boldly, appearing almost as a “lone voice of reason and compassion” on behalf of so genuine but extraordinarily naïve Democrat Aristide who you and I and the 7 odd billion of us on this planet could all disagree.

And even if we were individually to agree that the western powers interfering in yet another region of the world where we have no business, moreover the evidence appears overwhelming that Aristide has the support of the overwhelming majority of population and quite obviously zero support from the elitists who understand perfectly well the Foreign Policy of the United States, “in support of our south east Asia policy” that applies to Africa, the Congo, North Africa, the Seychelles, Del Mar, California, North America including south and central Mexico and of course not to forget protecting the pineapples grown in Hawaii that Darwin has yet to rule are indigenous.

Who has the time to listen to what it is that I have to say let alone read my emails.

For one, Israeli Military Intelligence and second the Mossad and third members of the very deep Jewish Underground who have watched ever so closely the Mossad execute pretty much flawlessly assassinating those cowards-bullies who only know from using violence to achieve their goals which is all about lining their pockets and their supporters.

Now I suggest you not hesitate a moment longer and watch the movie-docudrama that describes in simple English the lawlessness of the United States Congress for going on a century beginning with the fraud they perpetrated on the citizens of the United States when enacting the illegal US Federal Reserve.

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=5355374476580235299
How many people have you invited over to your home this coming Wednesday to see our first vodcast over the internet although Adam L. Tucker has not yet ironed out all the wrinkles beginning with the very inconsistent DSL internet connection we have here at the Cliff house, the salt water air very possibly having something to do with it; bearing in mind that the plan is to use skype.com and when we tried last evening their video component was down.

Were you aware that we have now been posting up on US Military websites for more than 72 hours attracting quite an audience?

Do you think “sumone” [sic] has spoken to top US Military Officials for them to think very carefully about continuing to “ban” us as they embrace the very same dictatorial policies they executed in South Africa during the heinous South African Apartheid Regime for some 45 years following the coup de tête that took place on May 26th, 1948, some 12 days following Israel declaring itself an independent country and Jewish fighters scaring the hell out of both the British and American governments who believed those troublesome Jewish people who had survived the Holocaust of World Oil War II would last no more than a few hours.

What else are you doing to try heal your soul?

Sleep well if you can.

Gary

[Word count 1003]

From: John K. Pollard Jr. [mailto:jkpjkp@alum.mit.edu]
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2008 9:40 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Which one?

2. Fantasie des Aristide Caré (1918)
3. The Joyous Adventures of Aristide Pujol (1920)

We are about to watch the movie, “Aristide”.

Let me know what you think.